Looking for a reception venue?
The Coward Suite at Hampton Hill Theatre
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•
•

Competitive rates
Superbly appointed rooms
Air conditioned
Dedicated Duty Manager to look after you
Lift accessible
Optional bar facilities
Ample space for your catering
Flexible layouts
Disabled toilets and nappy changing facilities

Why not call us on 07957 307370
Or e-mail hires@hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk

90 High Street
Hampton Hill
TW12 1NZ
www.hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
For reasons of safety, glassware must NOT be taken into any part of the
auditorium.
Latecomers will be admitted at the first convenient moment provided that
no interruption or distraction to the performers might be caused.
All gangways, passageways and stairways must be kept free from
obstruction. Persons are not permitted to sit or stand in any gangway.
The taking of photographs and the making of sound and/or visual
recordings in the auditorium are not permitted.
An infra-red hearing assistance system is available in the auditorium but
not in the Coward Room. Personal systems with a T-switch will require an
additional unit available in the foyer. 'In ear' headsets are also available.
Wheelchair positions are available in both stalls and the balcony. The Box
Office Manager will be happy to discuss your requirements.
TTC Ltd, as managers of the theatre, reserves the right to refuse admission
and to make alterations to the programme and cast without notice.

MARIE JONES AUTHOR
Sarah Marie Jones was born in 1951 into a
working-class protestant Belfast family.
Setting her heart on being an actress she left
school and began looking for work. Frustrated
by the lack of opportunity she encountered,
particularly for women in the early 70s, she and
four other struggling actresses formed the
Charabanc Theatre Company in 1983 to
produce collaborative original devised pieces. The first of these, Lay Up
Your Ends, based on a 1911 strike by Belfast mill girls making linen, was an
immediate success, touring all over Ireland.
Her skills as a writer were immediately evident and she took the lead on
several subsequent pieces as well as writing for Replay Productions also
based in Belfast and dealing with Irish issues both current and historical. By
1990 she and her mentor co-writer Martin Lynch, and regular director Pam
Brighton decided it was time to move on, so creating the DubbelJoint
Theatre Group in 1991.
The name Dubbel being an amalgam of Dub from Dublin and Bel from
Belfast, they set about creating new works with a pan-Irish basis. Their first
work was an adaptation of Gogol’s The Government Inspector (1993) set in
small-town Ulster at the turn of the 20th century. This was followed by A
Night in November (1994) based on the sectarianism at the Northern
Ireland v Republic of Ireland World Cup qualifier at Windsor Park in 1993.
Women on the Verge of HRT (1995) and Stones in His Pockets (1996)
followed, both garnering plaudits from public and critics alike.
From here on Marie’s work was produced outside the DubbelJoint context
including a re-write of Stones in His Pockets at the Lyric Theatre Belfast in
1999 which lead to subsequent productions in London in 2001 directed by
her husband Ian McElhinney, winning the Laurence Olivier award for Best
New Comedy, and on Broadway and around the world.
In the 21st century she has continued to write for stage as well as TV dramas
for the BBC and Channel 4. She also continued to act, on occasion being
directed by her actor husband. In 2002 she was also awarded an OBE for

services to drama. In 2004 Pam Brighton brought a case against her old
compatriot claiming for royalties as the original Director and co-writer of
Stones in His Pockets. The case was heard in the London High Court but
found in favour of Marie Jones due to the subsequent rewriting in 1999 and
that Brighton as Director had no claim in law for copywrite.
In 2008 & 2009 Marie wrote her first musical, The Chosen Room for the
Youth Music Theatre: UK, in 2010 Rock Doves and Dancing Shoes (The
George Best story) and in 2012 Fly Me to the Moon, the story of an 84-yearold Sinatra fan and his two carers.
As a film actress, she is best known for playing Sarah Conlon in In the Name
of the Father, a film about The Troubles.

To Wes, Brendan and Ian,
I was lucky enough to perform this incredible play in the
West End for nearly two years, notching up some 500
performances with Brian Doherty, and then with Hugh
Lee, and believe me, even up until the end Hugh and I
were still finding new moments - a nudge of an eyebrow here, a subtle
pause there, a change of voice and accent.
It was utterly joyous and, from a professional perspective, probably the
greatest acting gig of my life.
A two-hander is always special, none more so than ‘Stones', and when the
chemistry works - it’s magic! I envy you both and wish you all the very
best of luck. I live in Sydney now, so I won’t be able to see you guys, but
have fun, listen to each other, watch each other, and knock ‘em dead.
Cheers
Rupert Degas
Both images:
Rupert playing Charlie (L) with Hugh Lee as Jake

WESLEY HENDERSON ROE DIRECTOR
Wesley was born in 1951 into a workingclass protestant West London family.
His love of acting lead him to train as a
drama teacher in the early 70s and to
join several amateur theatre groups
where, as well as acting, he began to
direct and build scenery. His first visit to
Northern Ireland was on his first birthday as his mother’s family were from
Lisburn, County Antrim. Thereafter he holidayed in Ireland most summers
travelling throughout both Ulster and the Republic and became fully aware
of ‘The Troubles’ and sectarianism.
In the 1980s Wesley became Head of the Corona Academy Theatre School
and began working in professional theatre as an actor/stage manager
including a residency with the Courtney Brill Theatre Company based in
Windsor. He was also elected onto the committees of several amateur
drama companies and was appointed Chairman of the Hounslow Council
for the Arts Drama subcommittee with responsibility for overseeing their
drama festival and awards.
In the 1990s Wesley was twice elected to be Chairman at BROS Theatre
Company. He also retrained at Wimbledon School of Art gaining a degree
in Technical Arts Design for Film, Theatre & Television. He then embarked
on a new career working as a stage & technical manager including
residencies with Riverside Opera at Richmond Theatre and as stage
manager at the Henley Festival. During this time, he helped re-establish
BROS TC at Richmond Theatre and at the Minack open-air Theatre in
Cornwall, and spent a year as an Arts Richmond drama judge.
For several years in the early 2000’s Wesley was a representative of NODA
with pastoral care for part of north and west London mentoring numerous
amateur societies. In 2002 he founded 1000 Day Productions to promote
new writing in musical theatre, including most recently When Strawberries
Are Not Enough (dealing with eating disorders and anorexia in particular).
In 2007 he joined TTC and was subsequently appointed as the
Administrator for Theatrical Hires, a post he still holds. He was elected a

Vice President of BROS TC and in 2014 he was awarded the Arts Richmond
Accolade for services to local theatre.
In 2004 his friend Rupert Degas was ‘first change’ in the West End
production of Stones in His Pockets at the Duke of York’s Theatre, so
naturally Wesley went to see it. Chatting afterwards he was taken with the
lengths Rupert had undergone to secure the role and was given an insight
into the directorial development of the piece. He was therefore delighted
when approached by TTC to direct the piece here.
Wesley’s directorial debut for TTC was Something’s Afoot (2010) which was
awarded 4 of the 5 Swan awards it had been nominated for, including Best
Set Design. This was followed by My Boy Jack (2014), winner of the Wild
Swan for greatest theatrical moment, A Different Way Home, (2015) TTC’s
one-man tribute show to Jimmie Chinn, which won Best Actor for Steve
Taylor, and Dick Barton, Special Agent (2016). He has also directed for BROS
TC here at HHT, most recently his acclaimed Made in Dagenham.
In 2018 Wesley was awarded a Fellowship of BROS Theatre Company, one
of only three awarded in the 110 year history of the society.

A conversation with myself
The West End show had no scenery other than a backdrop for the actors
with a line of pairs of shoes each denoting one of the roles the two actors
played. Minimal props and costumes were also a feature we have tried to
replicate in our production here, relying on sound and lighting to help you
the audience move from place to place. The rest is down to the actors using
only voice and physicality to hopefully move seamlessly from character to
character to tell the story. Only you can judge if we have been successful
in doing this.
Q:
A:

Surely this piece is a director’s nightmare. Why take it on?
I love a challenge, I knew the piece, I thought it would be fun if I got
the right actors.

Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

But then you made it even more complicated by doing it in the
round. Why?
I love a challenge, I like working in the round, I could imagine how it
would work in the space.
So, what do you do first?
Cast the right actors, two people who understand the concept and
can bring their own ideas to the process.
Then?
Hope they buy in to all your wacky ideas and embrace them wholeheartedly.
And presumably they did?
Absolutely and completely. Not only that but they suggested other
ideas for the various transitions and physical changes.
And, why the limited props and furniture?
In any episodic play, even without flashbacks, these two things can
hamper or even destroy the flow of the piece, so by doing away with
them you can instantly go from place A to place B. However, the
demands on the actors are therefore heightened in that they must
convince the audience as to what they are holding, or leaning on, or
looking at.
And did you achieve this?
I certainly hope so, and if we have then it’s because the actors
accepted the challenge given to them of believing in everything they
are doing and having the confidence to take the time to convey who
and where they are at every transition. By not rushing at these times
they allow the audience the time to adjust and come with them.
Did they struggle with any of this?
Of course. Some of the physicalities didn’t come so naturally or
were hard to pin down, and for sure we had to work on accents
especially with some of the minor roles. We also brought in trial
audiences to give us feedback and point out where they got lost or
confused so we could revisit those points and rework them.
How did you find working with an assistant director?
A delight. Heather’s natural ability and intuitiveness made the
process very easy. Her strengths seemed to compliment my
weaknesses, so hopefully the production is seamless.

HEATHER
DIRECTOR

STOCKWELL

ASSISTANT

Heather was first bitten by the theatre
bug when she started training in ballet
from the age of three. Her first
appearance on stage was in a
production of Aladdin when she played
a pygmy, a bridesmaid, Shirley Temple
and an octopus.
Heather continued with ballet until the grand old age of 14 when she
decided to hang up her pointe shoes for good. She performed in plays and
musical theatre productions all through school, then focused on acting in
weird and wonderful plays while studying English at university.
Since moving to London Heather has been performing with BROS Theatre
Company at HHT, Richmond Theatre and The Minack Theatre. She joined
TTC for Cinderella in 2016 as the Fairy Godmother and worked back stage
doing hair and makeup for Still Life & Red Peppers.
THE STONES PROCESS:
I first saw Stones in His Pockets in my early teens and was totally stunned
by it. I’d pretty much only seen ballets, traditional musicals or Shakespeare
up to that point, so a modern two hander where each guy convincingly
played multiple parts at rapid speed blew my mind.
I really enjoy character analysis and digging into a script, so had been
interested in directing for a while. When I heard Wes was directing Stones
in His Pockets, I really wanted to be involved. Luckily for me, Wes was
interested in mentoring and agreed to take me on as his assistant.
We had a couple of meetings to discuss what it is to be a director, and what
Wes’ methods and approach would be. I already knew it was an
unconventional piece, but it was clear from the beginning that Wes wanted
to push it even further - doing away with set, costumes and props entirely.
It has been really exciting thinking about the ways to portray characters
purely through voice and physicality, how to create mood and a sense of
location through only light and sound, and how far could we take this

theory and translate it into a workable piece of theatre that an audience
would not only understand but respond to. We knew it was a big ask to find
two non-professional actors with the range of talents to make this vision a
reality…
I am delighted to say that we did find these actors - and they have been
brilliant to work with. They were off book from the first rehearsal - which
was frankly astounding and an example to us all! That phenomenal work
ethic has been brought to bear not only on the lines but on their characters.
The accents, the physicality, the backstories, and transitioning from one to
the other and back again - and it has been so much fun to be a part of that
process.
Wes’ approach to directing is to guide by questioning, suggesting, trying it
out and seeing if it works. It has been a collaborative, creative and
experimental journey and from day one Wes has been incredibly generous
and supportive. He has encouraged me to pitch in and speak up, to run with
my ideas and see if they work - and go with them if they do, and not say a
word when they don’t!
I am deeply grateful to Wes for giving me the opportunity to be part of his
team. I have learned so much about directing, theatre and acting from him
- and also from Brendan and Ian.
I am so lucky to have had such a fantastic first experience of directing. It
has been a privilege and a pleasure to work with such talented, creative and
hilarious people!

AODHÁN Ó CUINNÁINN (IAN KINANE)
JAKE AND OTHERS
Having trained with Betty Ann Norton in
his native Ireland, Ian has been involved
in theatre for a number of years and has
enjoyed playing some very fine roles,
including: Charlie Fox in Speed-thePlow, Prior in Angels in America,
Tupolski in The Pillowman, Jack in The
Importance of Being Earnest, Mr. Irwin in The History Boys, Joxer Daly
in Juno and The Paycock, multiple roles in The Wonderful World of Dissocia,
the title role in The Trials of Oscar Wilde, and Vasquez in The Making of 'Tis
Pity She's a Whore.
Ian has worked with a number of professional and amateur production
companies, including Siren Productions, Umbrella Theatre Company, and
Pillowtalk Theatre.
Since moving to London in 2016, he has played Cosme McMoon in Q2
Player's production of Glorious: The Florence Foster Jenkins Story and, for
Teddington Theatre Club, the ill-fated Tom Ince in The Cat's Meow.
He is thrilled to be working with TTC once again, and especially with Misters
Leddy and HR.
THE STONES PROCESS:
Having never done a full two-hander before, I was quite nervous about how
much of a step-up the process would be from previous outings. As it turns
out, my fears were completely unjustified: I was equally as petrified by the
process of learning so many lines for Stones as I have been learning those
for the smallest of parts! I'm always convinced, each time I get a new script
in hand, that I will have completely forgotten how to go about learning
lines. I'm also convinced the other passengers on my morning and evening
commutes thought me a dreadfully slow reader, sitting there, day in, day
out, copy of the script in hand, muttering to myself. (Perhaps I should be
thankful for so many delayed South West trains; their infrequency gave me
all the time in the world to get my head around the dialogue!).

Mickey was the very first character to jump, fully-formed, into my head. If
you've ever been in a pub in Ireland, you'll have met a Mickey Riordain. All
of his mannerisms, his facial features, his voice, they were all there from
before the first rehearsal. I understand "wee Mickey" is quite different to
how Mr. HR envisioned him originally, but it's a testament to the collective
creativity of our small but mighty team that Brendan and I have been able
to bring as much of our cultural knowledge of the "Oirish" and the many
imagined idiosyncrasies of our various characters as the directors have.
Much harder to grasp was Aisling, whose purpose is to keep the audience
abreast of what's happening in the "film-within-the-play", by way of minute
stage directions. The wording of many of her speeches is quite similar, and
she often conveys a great deal of exposition, so I felt slightly less relaxed,
at first, in playing a more obviously functional character. However, in her
interactions with the character of Simon, Brendan and I have been able to
bring out a pleasing hostility to Aisling, which we have relished in
embellishing.
At the heart of it all, though, are Jake and Charlie, and the most enjoyable
part of the rehearsal process, for me, has been working so closely with
Brendan. Each "yerra", every "how are the lads?" that passed between us,
was a little piece of home, and a reminder to me of just how much I have
missed the cheeky Irish idiom. True to stereotype, there hasn't been a dry
rehearsal between us. By that I mean, of course, we haven't stopped
laughing. It's been great fun, and I can only hope that the comedy and the
emotion with which Marie Jones's words are infused comes across in the
performances. Whatever becomes of Jake and Charlie, I am proud to have
known them…

BRENDÁN O’LIDEADH (BRENDAN
LEDDY) CHARLIE AND OTHERS
Brendan Leddy, who plays the role of
Charlie, is extremely proud to be part of
such an iconic play. Working with Ian
Kinane (who plays Jake), Heather
Stockwell (Assistant Director) and
Wesley Henderson Roe (Director),
together with a well-known and talented crew, has been a truly rewarding,
and very funny, experience for him.
Brendan’s other notable TTC roles include Merrick in The Elephant Man
(2010), Alec Grey in The Seal Wife (2011), Edward in Someone Who’ll Watch
Over Me (2012) and Neal in Love and Understanding (2013). Ensuring that
his children get to see their daddy tread the boards, Brendan has also been
in a couple of Christmas shows. He was the Beast in Beauty and the Beast
(2012) but more recently, he was a Train Driver, Motorist Rupert, and,
solidifying his love for playing animals, also a Baby Rabbit, Daddy Rabbit,
Fox and Stoat in The Wind in the Willows (2017).
Brendan, who lives in Teddington with his wife Sarah and three young
children, went into a sort of self-imposed theatrical exile from 2014 as he
juggled family, a full-time job and a return to university. He graduated with
his Masters in International Business Law in December 2017 which meant
he was able to throw himself into Stones in his Pockets. He would like to
thank the Wesley for trusting him with this role and his vision.
Brendan has truly had a blast with this play and he hopes you thoroughly
enjoy the show as much as he has enjoyed preparing for it.
THE STONES PROCESS:
I was looking forward to this play from the moment I saw the
announcement that TTC was putting it on. It’s an Irish play with bundles of
humour. What’s not to like about that?
Charlie Conlon has a line that goes: ‘I got it fair and square. Saw the ad,
extras wanted…and they liked the look of me’. I have no idea what lay
behind the audition process, and my subsequent casting as Charlie Conlon,

but I would like to think that it had something to do with me showing up
and pulling off a ‘Marilyn Monroe’. If not that, then maybe it’s because I
went to the auditions armed with more props hidden than you would find
in Wes’s under stair closet! Such is the planning that goes into playing eight
characters!
I grew up in the midlands of Ireland and I thought to myself that I could
finally do a play where my Oirish accent wouldn’t be a ‘thing’. Well, I
couldn’t be more wrong. I had to switch from midlands Ireland to Northern
Ireland, back to Southern Ireland, up to Scotland with a whistle-stop trip to
the United States.
We first got together and talked about death, conflict and the influence of
Hollywood, fame and glamour on a poverty stricken rural Ireland. We tried
to identify with the characters, their fears and aspirations, their ambitions
and existentialism, loss and failure.
This play isn’t without its challenges. I spent so much time with Wes and
Heather working on physicality, body movement, accents, angles and
perspectives. We have explored every character trait in search of depth,
dexterity and humility. We have developed a backstory for each of the
characters we play in the hopes that we could develop and explore what
lies behind this ‘beautifully crafted tragicomedy’. As a writer Marie Jones
deliberately chose not to reveal too much about each character thereby
providing directors and actors the opportunity to impose their own
interpretation and back story.
There is a saying that you are never too old to learn new tricks….to any man
who wants to understand a woman more, my advice is to always take into
consideration the way they tilt their head, the angle of their spine when
they stand talking to you and the way they flutter their eyelids. And to my
wife I say, please don’t worry, I will stop wearing ladies shoes very soon!
As experiences go, this one has to be the icing on the cake. Physically, both
Ian and I have suffered for our art, but nothing that a little osteopathy and
alcohol couldn’t fix! We have laughed long and hard during this journey
and I really hope, as an audience, you enjoy this play for the same reasons
we have enjoyed putting it together.

SCENES & CHARACTERS
The action takes place in and around the various film locations of a
Hollywood movie taking place in County Kerry Ireland in the 1990s.
A group of local men have been hired as extras to populate the long
shots and background scenes of this period piece and represent farm
workers and other labourers.
Charlie Conlon

Protestant late-thirties, extra,
originally from Ulster

Jake Quinn

Catholic early-thirties, extra, from
Kerry

Simon

First Assistant Film Director,
originally from Dublin

Aisling

Third Assistant Film Director,
originally from Surrey

Mickey Riordain

Local Kerry man in his seventies,
old hand as an extra

Caroline Giovanni World famous Hollywood actress
John

Caroline’s personal voice coach
from America

Sean Harkin

Troubled local teenager

Finn

Sean’s best friend

Dave

Cockney film technician

Jock Campbell

Caroline’s Scottish driverbodyguard

Clem Curtis

Oxbridge educated English Film
Director

Brother Gerrard

Local Catholic teacher

Mr Harkin

Sean’s father

Kevin Doherty

Irish TV reporter

CREATIVE TEAM
Director
Assistant Director
Production Manager
Lighting Design
Sound
Stage Design
Stage Manager
Wardrobe
Properties
Photographer
Prompt
Artistic Link
Social Media
BAT Link

Wesley Henderson Roe
Heather Stockwell
Janey Elgey
Mike Elgey
Charles J. Halford
Wesley Henderson Roe
Ashlyn Surrey
Margaret Williams
Laurie Coombs
Jojo Leppink
Alice Fordham
Jenny Ford
Michael Bishop
Gary Stevenson

Thanks to Sarah & Brendan Leddy for supporting
rehearsals in their home and to Harry Jacobs for
sound preparation.

Janey Elgey – Production Manager
Janey has been in TTC for a while and has been
Production Manager on numerous shows, including
Rent, Betrayal, A Streetcar Named Desire and A View
from the Bridge for TTC and La Cage Aux Folles for
BROS. Janey has loved the rehearsals for this,
particularly the chocolates and laughter. Her next
TTC production is Pink Mist, directed by Nigel Cole this October.

Mike Elgey – Lighting Design
Mike has been lighting shows for TTC and YAT for an
age it seems, and hopes to improve before too
long. Recent shows include Breaking the Code, Rent,
Betrayal, A Streetcar Named Desire, Jerusalem, Under
Milkwood and A View from the Bridge. He is also
heavily involved in maintaining the theatre and,
spanners in hand, disappears into those areas of the theatre that few
people know exist.
Charles J Halford – Sound
Charles has been a member of TTC since 1977. Recent
productions he has done sound for are My Boy Jack,
Colder Than Here, Rent (assisting), Betrayal and
Jerusalem. He also helps to run the bar.

Ashlyn Surrey – Stage Manager
Ashlyn Surrey joined TTC merely as a stepping stone
to greater things. She has aspirations of being a film
director before she is 25 and saw this play as a useful
proving ground. She lives with her parents in a leafy
suburb of Guildford and has a pet racoon.

Margaret Williams - Wardrobe
Margaret has been interested, some may say
obsessed, with making costumes for many years. She
remembers making her first dress before leaving
junior school. Making costumes she says is more
interesting than making everyday clothes, especially
the unusual. The first one she made for TTC was a
butterfly costume and the most challenging was the Tin Man in The
Wizard of Oz which had to look like a dustbin.

Laurie Coombs - Properties
Laurie has been a member of TTC for many years and
has acted, directed and worked backstage; most
recently as production manager for The Wind in the
Willows. She is also a member of Q2 Players and
HLOC. Currently on the Board of TTC, she was lucky
enough to be involved in the opening of Hampton Hill
Playhouse and was the theatre administrator for its first 10 exciting
years.
JoJo Leppink – Photography
Jojo has been photographing local theatre groups for
nearly nine years and founded Handwritten
Photography in 2012. She can also be found working
for YAT, TTC, BROS and various other companies
stage managing in the blues, building sets, hiding in
the lighting grid and – occasionally – on stage acting.
Never one to refuse a challenge, Jojo has been known to do all of the
above at once!
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The Ruling Class
By Peter Barnes
An uproarious satirical comedy with a sting in the tail
Sat 12 May 2018 – Fri 18 May 2018
Auditorium

The Collector
By Mark Healy from the novel by John Fowles
An enthralling edge-of-the-seat thriller about obsessive love
Sun 24 Jun 2018 – Sat 30 Jun 2018
Coward Studio

For up-to-date information on TTC and the Theatre, and to book tickets
online, please check our website: www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk
Postal bookings are accepted on publication of the booking form.
Telephone enquires open two weeks before each production.
Call: 0845 838 7529 (10am-8pm)
To enjoy good theatre locally, join TTC today. It is easy to join as an audience
member, or as a full performing and technical member.
Teddington Theatre Club is a Club Theatre open to members and their guests.
Each month, details of forthcoming productions are mailed to each member
together with Theatre, our club magazine and newsletter.
All are encouraged to help with Front of House, Bar and Marketing activities
of the Club and Theatre. To find out more please visit our website
www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk or call our Membership Secretary on
020 8287 2663 or complete one of the forms you can find in the Foyer.

